team time to prepare questions and comments. Monthly meetings can also feature a teamwork exercise. Staff members can take turns bringing a ten-minute “fun” ice breaker to the meeting. Ten minutes of the staff laughing together and getting to know each other better could be a big investment in building a stronger team, and would help dispel some tension in a practice like Dr. Chatham’s.

3. Develop the team’s verbal skills. Every aspect of the practice is affected by how well the staff communicates, especially customer service. Teams like Dr. Chatham’s need lots of practice with communication skills. Scripting is an excellent way to improve the team’s verbal skills, practice good communication and provide consistent messaging to patients. The scripts should incorporate:

- Positive power words to create enthusiasm, such as “terrific” and “great”
- Multiple patient benefit statements
- Value statements about practice’s services, including implants

4. Implement documented systems. Out-of-date and poorly communicated systems caused stress and staff arguments in Dr. Chatham’s practice. Documented, step-by-step systems eliminate uncertainty, reduce confusion and dispel the miscommunication behind practice tension. Dr. Chatham and the team worked to implement documented systems in scheduling, patient financial management, case presentation and customer service. By documenting office policies, staff members could manage the office efficiently, and the doctor could focus more on patient care and less on administrative matters.

5. Train the team. With effective systems in place, training can then follow the newly established protocols. When systems have been documented in a step-by-step manner with accompanying scripts, team members will be able to follow these systems on their own. Doing things differently can be a little awkward at first, but the doctor and the team understand it’s necessary to improve the practice. When possible, the dentist should coach the team and provide feedback throughout the day.

6. Promote job ownership. Each position should have a written
job description that includes a detailed outline of responsibilities. Team members can update their job description and also write a task checklist of their daily activities. The exercise of updating their job descriptions and listing responsibilities will help staff take more ownership of their jobs. Additionally, each person will have a daily check-list to follow consistently and use for monitoring his or her own performance.

7. Show the team you care. When Dr. Chatham began to listen to his staff, he realized they saw him as distant and too busy to care. Team members want to feel that the doctor cares about them as individuals. Team building not only encompasses the team itself, it also hinges on each person’s relationship with the doctor. In smaller offices, it is far easier for the doctors to know each staff member on both a professional and personal basis. Regardless of the practice’s size, however, doctors should develop a strong relationship with each staff member.

A doctor can demonstrate caring for staff members in many ways—from sending cards or gifts on birthdays to allowing schedule flexibility for family events such as children’s graduations. Ways to show appreciation for staff can range from no-cost to very expensive. When the doctor has taken the time to think about each staff member as an individual, a strong foundation is established for building a high-performance team.

8. Make good times and shared occasions part of the practice culture. Have a monthly pot luck lunch, or take the entire team to a sporting event or an amusement park. Periodically organize a dinner for the team at a local restaurant. Build some fun into the monthly company meeting by providing breakfast or having a drawing for a gift certificate. Buy the entire team a practice T-shirt or hat.

9. Get Buy-in Through a Bonus System. Once systems have been redesigned and the team is working efficiently for at least 6 months, Levin Group recommends implementing a bonus program. A strong bonus program not only creates an ownership mentality, but also can help significantly increase practice production. Bonus programs should be based on some regular interval. One month is too short and one year is too long. Levin Group recommends that the bonus program be based on a collection model and a two-month cycle. It is imperative that all team members know where they stand relative to achieving the goal on a daily basis. The best way to share this information is to post it in the staff room and to review progress in morning meetings. The momentum and excitement will build dramatically as the team gets closer and closer to the goal. Once the team reaches the goal, the doctor can add to the excitement by having flowers delivered or holding a celebration at lunch or after work.

Conclusion

For practices like Dr. Chatham’s, establishing more reliable avenues of communication will help build a stronger team. Documenting practice systems and using scripts creates consistent routines that can be reinforced when the team discusses problems in staff meetings. Another key resource for doctors is help from advisors and consultants, who can guide practices to improved systems, better communication and increased staff retention. When all of these factors work together the result is a more cohesive team and a practice with increased efficiency and profitability.

Dentists don’t have to tackle complex practice issues alone. To learn more about building a better dental team, take advantage of a no-cost phone consultation with a Levin Group Practice Development Specialist. Call 888-973-0000 to schedule a time to discuss your unique general practice issues.
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